EAST CAMPUS UPDATE: 3/10/2018 - 3/16/2018

ESCONDIDO VILLAGE GRADUATE RESIDENCES
• Pedestrian bridges along the temp Spine have been removed to complete construction of Village Way this month. Pay attention to pathway changes and detours.
• Expect increased large truck traffic on Serra St. due to precast panel deliveries.
• The sidewalk along Escondido Rd will be closed from 3/12 to 3/26. Use crosswalks.

For more updates and info: newgradhousing.stanford.edu/construction-updates

Work Hours: 8am - 5pm
Project Contacts:
Sandy Louie, Project Manager, sjlouie@stanford.edu
Mark Bonino, Project Executive, mbonino@stanford.edu

EAST CAMPUS UTILITY WORK
• Saturday work on Serra Street, scheduled for 3/10, 9am-5pm.
• Bonair Siding Rd reduced to single lane traffic with detours onto Pampas Lane for some exiting vehicles.
• Intermittent lane closure of Bonair Siding Rd. between barrels of Campus Drive.
• Intermittent single lane closures of Campus Drive in both directions.
• A map of the work area and transportation detours is available here.

Work Hours: 8am - 5pm
Project Contact:
Joseph H. Kearney, Project Executive, jkearney@stanford.edu

SERRA ROUNDBOOUT & UTILITY WORK
• Be aware of pedestrian detours.
• Bicyclists will share the road.
• Use caution when traveling in the area.

Work Hours: 8am - 5pm
Project Contact:
Kelly Rohlfs, Project Executive, krohlfs@stanford.edu

MANZANITA GARAGE
• Site preparation work starts Monday, 3/12 with installation of fencing.
• This activity is expected to take 3 days and will be noisy.

Work Hours: 8am - 5pm
Project Contact:
Kharon Hathaway, Senior Project Manager
eastcampusconstruction@stanford.edu

Visit headsup.stanford.edu for more information on our projects and to subscribe to weekly updates.

HEADS UP is produced by Stanford Land, Buildings & Real Estate

Thank you in advance for your understanding and cooperation.
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FROST AMPHITHEATER RENOVATION

• Framing at main restroom.
• Concrete walls at secondary restroom.
• Concrete slab at pedestrian tunnel.
• Stage house underslab utilities and concrete walls.

Work Hours: 7am - 4pm
Project Contacts:
Stacey Yuen, Project Manager, syuen23@stanford.edu
Maggie Burgett, Project Executive, burgett@stanford.edu

ENCINA COMPLEX UPGRADES

• Interior demolition continues.
• Seismic work on arcades continue.
• Expect noise and use caution.

Work Hours: 8am - 5pm
Project Contact:
Brad Wells, Senior Project Manager, jbwells@stanford.edu

ARRILLAGA HALL

• Tree trimming and removals continue through the week in preparation for utility work.
• Construction of a temporary fire access road will impact travel along Arguello Way. Pay attention to flaggers and detours.

Work Hours: 7am - 4pm
Project Contacts:
Sandy Louie, Project Manager, sjlouie@stanford.edu
Mark Bonino, Project Executive, mbonino@stanford.edu

CHILDREN’S CENTER OF THE STANFORD COMMUNITY

• Building pad and site grading.
• Trucks will be delivering materials to the site.
• Use caution and follow flagging instruction.
• Preparation for site utility work.

Work Hours: 8am - 5pm
Project Contact:
Brad Wells, Senior Project Manager, jbwells@stanford.edu

Visit headsup.stanford.edu for more information on our projects and to subscribe to weekly updates.
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Thank you in advance for your understanding and cooperation.